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Accuracy of Air Force Contract Financing Amounts
Executive Summary
Who Should Read This Report and Why? Civilian and military personnel who are
responsible for collecting, summarizing, and reporting contract financing payments on
financial statements should read this report. It discusses ways the Air Force can increase
the accuracy of the amount it reports for contract financing in its financial statements.
Background. Contract financing payments are authorized Government payments to a
contractor prior to delivery of supplies or services to the Government. The Air Force
reported $10.7 billion as a contract financing balance in FY 2004. The balance is a part
of the amount reported in the FY 2004 Balance Sheet as “Other Assets.” We did not
examine all of the data included in the FY 2004 outstanding contract financing balance
but we reviewed the detailed transactions from the first 6 months of FY 2004 to evaluate
the Air Force process for deriving the balance.
Results. The Air Force financial statements did not reflect approximately $2.6 billion of
the contract financing transactions that occurred during the first 6 months of FY 2004.
The $10.7 billion reported balance excluded the following data:
•

about $2.2 billion of transactions that were funded with non-procurement
appropriations,

•

$185 million of transactions that were generated by certain Air Force accounting
stations,

•

$29 million of transactions that involved canceled appropriations, and

•

$233 million of contract financing transactions that were misidentified or
incorrectly posted as “Expenses” rather than “Other Assets.”

Additionally, the Air Force and the Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS)
lacked adequate supporting documentation for $245 million (absolute) of the amount that
it did report. As a result, the Air Force mid-year financial statement did not accurately
reflect the amounts of contract financing transactions processed by DFAS. Unless the
Air Force corrects its processes for reporting contract financing, there is a risk that future
Air Force financial statements will be materially misstated. (See the Finding section of
the report for the detailed recommendations.)
We also reviewed the management control program as it related to the completeness and
accuracy of Air Force contract financing payment amounts. 1 The Air Force and DFAS
1

The management control program includes management’s self-evaluation and reporting processes.

Denver management controls for accurately reporting contract financing balances were
not adequate to ensure that the outstanding contract financing balance was complete and
supportable. Our recommendations, if implemented, will correct the identified
weaknesses.
Management Comments and Audit Response. The acting Assistant Secretary of the
Air Force (Financial Management and Comptroller) concurred and took action to direct
all accounting stations to report all contract financing payments to DFAS Denver. The
DFAS Denver, Director, Accounting Services Air Force concurred and began actions to
include all Air Force appropriations in the contract financing balance and established
controls to prevent duplicate posting. Therefore, no additional comments are required.
See the Finding section of the report for a discussion of management comments and the
Management Comments section of the report for the complete text of the comments.
Management Actions. During the audit, DFAS updated the posting rules of future
contract financing payments to general ledger account code 1450, Prepayments. The
process is now automated in the General Accounting and Financial System-Rehost thus
eliminating manual journal vouchers. We commend DFAS for implementing corrective
actions. See the Finding section for the complete discussion of the management actions.
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Background
This audit was performed in support of Public Law 101-576, the “Chief Financial
Officers Act of 1990,” November 15, 1990, as amended by Public Law 103-356,
the “Federal Financial Management Act of 1994,” October 13, 1994.
Outstanding Contract Financing Balance. The Air Force reports its contract
financing as an outstanding contract financing balance and that amount is
included in the Other Assets account on the Balance Sheet of the Air Force
financial statements. The outstanding contract financing balance comprises
several types of transactions. The first type of transaction is contract financing
payments, which are authorized Government payments to a contractor before the
Government actually accepts the supplies or services, such as components for Air
Force weapon systems. Another type of transaction that affects the outstanding
contract financing balance occurs when the final product or service is delivered.
Upon delivery, the Air Force records a negative adjustment (recoupment) to
remove the associated contract financing amounts, which results in a reduction of
the total contract financing balance. Other transactions, such as adjustments that
the Air Force or Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS) records as a
result of research related to the original contract financing payments, also affect
the outstanding balance.
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 32.503-5, “Administration of Progress
Payments,” requires that contract financing be supported by documentation
establishing the fair value of the work accomplished by the contractor. In its
financial statements, the Air Force reported three types of contract financing
payments: performance-based payments, progress-based payments, and
commercial financing interim payments.
Performance-Based Payments. According to the FAR, performance-based
payments are contract financing payments made on the basis of performance
measured by objective, quantifiable methods; accomplishment of defined events;
or other quantifiable measures of results.
Progress-Based Payments. Progress-based payments are contract financing
payments made on the basis of the contractor cost or percentage of completion of
the contract accomplished. Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation
Supplement 232.501-1, “Customary Progress Payment Rates,” designates a
customary DoD progress payment rate of 80 percent of a contractor’s cumulative
allowable costs. Contractors provide cost data through progress payment invoices
that summarize the total allowable costs incurred on a contract as of a specified
date. The FAR states that progress payments may include reasonable and
applicable costs consistent with generally accepted accounting principles. In
addition, payments that the contractor made in some form to subcontractors or
suppliers are allowable. However, progress payments to the contractor may not
include costs that subcontractors or suppliers have incurred, pension contributions
accrued by the contractor, or costs that would otherwise be capitalized. As goods
and services are provided, progress payments are recouped based on the progress
payment rate established in the contract.
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Commercial Financing Interim Payments. Commercial financing interim
payments are contract financing payments made under the following three
circumstances: the contract item financed is a commercial supply or service, the
contract price exceeds the simplified acquisition threshold, and the contracting
officer determines that it is appropriate or customary in the commercial
marketplace to make financing payments for the item.
Amount of Contract Financing in FY 2004. The Defense Contract
Management Agency is primarily responsible for administering and approving
contract financing payments on DoD contracts, and DFAS is responsible for
payment. In the first 6 months of FY 2004, the DFAS Columbus Center
disbursed about $12.6 billion in progress payments, performance-based payments,
and commercial financing interim payments to Defense contractors, $11.4 billion
of which were for non-foreign military sales. Air Force contract financing
disbursements totaled about $4.8 billion for the first 6 months of FY 2004. The
Air Force reported $10.7 billion in contract financing payments on the financial
statements for FY 2004.
Processing Contract Financing Payments. DFAS Columbus personnel process
contract financing transactions through the Mechanization of Contract
Administration Services (MOCAS) system. MOCAS assigns all Air Force
contract financing transactions (payments, liquidations, and adjustments) the
transaction code “W” and electronically transmits the information to the
responsible DFAS accounting stations. At the time of the audit, the MOCAS
transactions were transmitted into either the Central Procurement Accounting
System (CPAS) or General Accounting and Financial System – Base-Level
(GAFS-BL). The CPAS and GAFS-BL systems at the accounting stations apply a
code of “9940” to all transactions that have been coded W. During the audit,
DFAS ceased using CPAS for processing Air Force contract financing
transactions and began using GAFS-BL exclusively.
DFAS Denver uses General Accounting and Financial System - Rehost (GAFSR) to account for Air Force contract financing transactions. GAFS-R receives
contract financing data transmitted by other accounting stations that use CPAS
and GAFS-BL. At year end, DFAS Denver runs a query that pulls the cumulative
balance of contract financing transactions coded 9940 for open procurement
appropriations from GAFS-R and reports this amount on the Air Force financial
statements.

Objectives
The primary objective of our audit was to determine whether the Air Force
accurately aggregated and reported contract financing payments that were paid by
DFAS Columbus during FY 2004. We also reviewed the management controls
related to the completeness and accuracy of reporting Air Force contract
financing payment amounts in the financial statements. See Appendix A for a
discussion of the scope and methodology, our review of the management control
program, and prior audit coverage related to the objectives.
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Accuracy of Air Force Contract
Financing Amounts
The Air Force process for reporting contract financing amounts on the
General Fund Balance Sheet needed improvement in the areas of accuracy
and supporting documentation. Specifically, our review of contract
financing transactions dated October 1, 2003, through March 31, 2004,
showed that the Air Force and DFAS did not report approximately
$2.6 billion (absolute) worth of transactions associated with contract
financing payments. Additionally, the Air Force and DFAS lacked
adequate supporting evidence for $245 million (absolute) of reported
transaction amounts.
The amounts were not reported because the Air Force and DFAS did not
have specific written policy for including all contract financing
transactions in the Air Force trial balance and did not have controls in
place to ensure that only valid, supportable contract financing transactions
are included in the financial statements. As a result, the Air Force midyear financial statement did not accurately reflect the amounts of contract
financing transactions processed by DFAS. Unless the Air Force corrects
its process of reporting contract financing, there is a risk that future Air
Force financial statements will be materially misstated.

Reconciliation of Contract Financing Transactions
We reconciled MOCAS and GAFS-R contract financing transactions and
determined that the Air Force excluded about $2.6 billion of data from its second
quarter financial statements. To the extent possible, we reconciled MOCAS
contract financing payments and related transactions to GAFS-R contract
financing postings for transactions dated October 1, 2003, through
March 31, 2004. To perform the reconciliation, we summarized the detailed
MOCAS transactions by contract number, accounting classification reference
number, and transaction date so that we could compare them to the
summary-level data in GAFS-R. Although we were able to match a majority of
the transactions, the reconciliation identified completeness and validity questions
about the contract financing data presented in the Air Force financial statements.
Table 1 shows a summary of MOCAS data reconciliation results.
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Table 1. Reconciliation of MOCAS Data
to the Financial Statements

Accurately
Matched with
GAFS-R
Excluded NonProcurement
Funds
Excluded
Accounting
Stations
Excluded
Canceled
Appropriations
Excluded
Miscellaneous
Total MOCAS
Transactions

Absolute Percentage
Dollar
of
Value
Absolute
(millions)
total

Number of
Invoices

Net Dollar
Value
(millions)

Percentage
of Net Total

5,845

$339

70

$10,106

79

2,338

(214)

(44)

2,195

17

26

181

37

185

1

104

(27)

(6)

29

0

416

205

42

233

2

8,729

$484

100*

$12,748

100*

*Rounded.

Based on our testing, the Air Force needed to have a process in place so that all
valid contract financing balances were reported.
MOCAS Matched with GAFS-R. Our reconciliation of MOCAS records for the
6 month period between October 1, 2003, and March 31, 2004, showed that
5,845 of 8,951 transactions matched GAFS-R records. The 5,845 transactions
totaled $339 million (net) and $10.1 billion (absolute). The reconciled amount
represented 70 (net) and 79 (gross) percent of the total MOCAS transactions for
that period. All MOCAS contract financing transactions should be recorded in
GAFS-R.
Completeness of GAFS-R Postings. According to MOCAS records, DFAS
Denver excluded a net $145 million of contract financing transactions from the
Air Force financial records. The $145 million was material in relation to the net
MOCAS disbursement amount of $444 million for the 6 month period. We sorted
the transactions into the four categories that follow.
Excluded Non-Procurement Funds. DFAS Denver did not include any
contract financing associated with non-procurement appropriations in the Air
Force financial statements. 2 About negative $214 million (net) and $2.2 billion
2

Non-procurement appropriations include Operations and Maintenance as well as Research, Development,
Testing, and Evaluation funding.
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(absolute) of the transactions we examined were funded with non-procurement
appropriations. According to DFAS Denver records, the cumulative balance for
contract financing amounts for these appropriations totaled $405 million (net).
DFAS Denver personnel responsible for posting contract financing
amounts could not provide written policy for excluding payments from nonprocurement appropriations from the financial statements. The DFAS accountant
responsible for posting the transactions stated that the posting logic was in place
when she took the position and, therefore, she continued to include only the
contract financing payments funded through the procurement appropriation. To
correct this condition DFAS Denver needs to write a revised policy that directs
that all contract financing payments be included for financial reporting, regardless
of the appropriation type and provide training to personnel who post the
transactions.
Excluded Accounting Stations. DFAS Denver excluded approximately
$181 million (net) of contract financing amounts from the Air Force Balance
Sheet because two Air Force accounting stations did not properly identify the
contract financing transactions when reporting them to DFAS Denver.
According to the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
(Financial Management and Comptroller), the $181 million in contract financing
was not included in the contract financing balance on the financial statements
because the accounting systems were not coding the transactions properly. To
correct this condition, the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Financial
Management and Comptroller) needs to establish controls to ensure that these
accounting stations report all contract financing payments.
Excluded Canceled Appropriations. The Air Force did not report
outstanding contract financing amounts totaling negative $27 million (net) or
$29 million (absolute) that involved canceled appropriations. Contract financing
transactions should not automatically be excluded from financial reporting when
the related appropriation becomes canceled. For example, it may take up to
8 years for a final product to be delivered on a contract that was financed by the
Air Force in the first or second year of the contract. The recoupments associated
with those financing payments should not automatically be excluded simply
because the paying appropriation will cancel before all recoupments are made.
According to DFAS Denver personnel, there was no written policy to
exclude these amounts. Cognizant DFAS Denver personnel stated that DFAS
Denver has been excluding these types of transactions for some time. However, it
is not proper to exclude all balances related to contract financing simply because
appropriations have canceled. To correct this condition, DFAS needs to establish
a policy that ensures proper reporting of contract financing balances, regardless of
the status of the appropriation.
Other Excluded Transactions. The reconciliation between MOCAS
records and GAFS-R records also showed that contract financing transactions
from MOCAS totaling $205 million (net) or $233 million (absolute) were
excluded from GAFS-R. We provided DFAS Denver data on the transactions that
were not included in the GAFS-R balance for their review.
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DFAS Denver personnel determined that the contract financing
transactions had already been entered into GAFS-R. However, these transactions
were not included in the contract financing balance, and therefore, should still be
in the expense account. DFAS Denver could not provide an explanation as to
why the system did not include these when the query was run for contract
financing balances. To correct this process, DFAS Denver needs to write
procedures to ensure that all contract financing amounts are posted to the correct
account.
Validity of GAFS-R Data. The reconciliation of MOCAS contract financing
transactions demonstrates that the majority of the GAFS-R transactions from
October 1, 2003, through March 31, 2004, match the MOCAS records. These are
the transaction data DFAS uses to support the Other Assets amount on the Air
Force balance sheet. However, DFAS Denver posted a significant amount,
$245 million (absolute), in contract financing transactions in GAFS-R that did not
match any MOCAS transactions. Table 2 shows a breakout of the reconciliation
between the GAFS-R contract financing data and the MOCAS transactions.
Table 2. Analysis of GAFS-R data

Accurately
Matched with
MOCAS*
Unsupported
Total

Number of
Invoices

Net Dollar
Value
(millions)

3,846
78
3,924

$339
214
$553

Absolute
Percentage Dollar Value
of Net Total
(millions)
61
39
100

Percentage
of Absolute
Total

$10,029
245
$10,274

98
2
100

* The Number and absolute value of the matches do not correspond exactly with the MOCAS matches
because the GAFS-R data were provided at a more summary level.

We provided 78 unsupported transactions valued at $214 million (net) to DFAS
Denver for further review. As of the date of this report, they have been unable to
provide a valid explanation for the source of these transactions. Many of the
transactions represented journal vouchers with no detailed supporting
documentation. In addition, on one occasion, transactions coming from DFAS
Dayton were inadvertently transmitted twice, resulting in a double-posting of that
day’s transactions. The error was not corrected until the audit brought this issue
to the attention of DFAS Denver.
DFAS Denver and DFAS Dayton did not have controls in place to prevent
duplicate postings of contract financing transactions or to ensure that
documentation support manual entries related to contract financing.

Effect on Air Force Financial Statements
The Air Force did not accurately report $2.8 billion (gross) of contract financing
payments and associated transactions for the 6 month period between
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October 1, 2003, and March 31, 2004. A lack of adequate internal control
procedures, such as transaction-based reconciliations, was the primary cause of
the inaccurate reporting. The $2.8 billion misstatement includes transactions that,
if posted, could have increased or decreased the reported Other Assets amount on
the Air Force balance sheet. The inaccuracies that we identified in the data that
we reviewed were material to the dollar value of the balance sheet amount. The
reporting weaknesses associated with the contract financing data could materially
impact the $10.7 billion of reported Air Force contract financing payments on the
FY 2004 Air Force General Fund Balance Sheet.
Implementing the recommendations in this report should improve the accuracy
and completeness of the reported Air Force contracting balance, assist the Air
Force in preparation for a full audit of its reported contract financing balance, and
move the Air Force closer to obtaining an audit opinion.

Management Actions
During the audit, DFAS updated the posting rules of future contract financing
payments to general ledger account code 1450, Prepayments. The process is now
automated in GAFS-R thus eliminating manual journal vouchers.

Recommendations and Management Comments
Revised Recommendation. As a result of discussions with Air Force personnel,
we revised Recommendation 2. to clarify the intent of the recommendation.
Specifically, the recommendation referred to only those accounting stations that
are under the Air Force control, as discussed on page 5 of the report.
1. We recommend that Director, DFAS Denver:
a. Establish procedures that require reporting of all contract
financing transactions including those associated with non-procurement and
canceled appropriations and provide training to personnel responsible for
posting contract financing transactions.
Management Comments. DFAS Denver concurred with the recommendation
and stated that it had issued policy and took corrective action to include all Air
Force appropriations in the Air Force contract financing payment balance.
Management agrees that all contract financing payments should be included in the
Air Force balance whether applicable to an open or canceled appropriation. The
new policy requires that amounts included in accounting records for canceled
appropriations citing materiel program code 9940 (contract financing) must be
reviewed and validated prior to inclusion in the Air Force contract financing
payment balance.
b. Establish internal control procedures to ensure that only valid
contract financing transactions are reported in the financial statements, such
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as adequate supporting documentation requirement for manual journal
vouchers and controls to prevent duplicate posting of transactions.
Management Comments. DFAS Denver concurred with the recommendation.
Management stated that the controls to prevent duplicate posting of transactions
from MOCAS is controlled by the prevalidation process. Each payment MOCAS
processes is required to be revalidated and earmarked within the appropriate
accounting system to ensure that funding is reserved for the actual payment
without duplication. In addition, management stated that the Defense Cash
Management System - Data File Inventory module will monitor whether the
interface file name is duplicated and will not forward duplicate files, if received.
2. We recommend that the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Financial
Management and Comptroller) direct that all accounting stations under the
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Financial Management and
Comptroller) report all contract financing payments to DFAS Denver.
Management Comments. The Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Financial
Management and Comptroller) concurred with the recommendation. He stated
that the Air Force was in the process of changing their systems to capture and
report all contract financing to DFAS Denver for the applicable accounting
stations.
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Appendix A. Scope and Methodology
We requested all payments made through MOCAS from October 2003 through
March 2004. We requested all accounting associated with these payments,
including breakout by ACRN (Accounting Classification Reference Number),
type of disbursement (adjustment, collection, disbursement), the accounting
station, and appropriation.
We received the disbursement and invoice tables from DFAS Columbus. We
performed queries to obtain information about contract financing payments on the
disbursement table throughout the course of our audit.
We also received detailed support for the change in the outstanding contract
financing amount from October 1, 2003, through March 31, 2004, and summary
support for the change from DFAS Denver.
To determine if the detailed transactions for the first two quarters of FY 2004
supported the change in the financial statement amounts, we took the beginning
FY 2004 balance (the ending FY 2003 balance). We subtracted the
appropriations reported in the FY 2003 ending balance that would have expired in
FY 2004 (FY 1996 funds), the excluded accounting stations reported on the FY
2003 amounts, and the FY 2003 in-transit amounts from that balance. We then
added the detailed transactions on open and closed appropriations for the 6-month
timeframe, and added the FY 2004 in-transit amounts to determine a calculated
FY 2004 second quarter ending balance. We then compared the calculated ending
balance with the reported ending balance.
We summed the MOCAS records by ACRN with the same posting date to
compare against the GAFS-R transactions because GAFS-R generally posted
records for contracts with the same ACRN rolled up on the posting date. We
then matched the detailed GAFS-R transactions to the MOCAS summary
transactions by contract number, ACRN, and dollar amount. For the records that
had multiple matches, we manually determined the matching records based on
MOCAS transaction date and GAFS-R posting date.
We excluded the MOCAS records with transaction dates from March 25, 2004,
through March 31, 2004, and the GAFS-R records with a posting date prior to
September 5, 2003 because of the timing differences.
We reviewed contracting financing payments from the first two quarters of
FY 2004 to determine the Air Force’s process for ensuring completeness and
existence.
This financial audit was conducted from October 2004 to April 2005. The audit
was performed in accordance with auditing standards issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States, as implemented by the DoD IG. Audit results are
based on contract financing payment balances as of March 31, 2004, as reported
by the Air Force. We included tests of management controls considered
necessary.
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Use of Computer-Processed Data. We relied on computer-processed data from
the MOCAS system to identify contract financing payments disbursed from
October 1, 2003, through March 31, 2004, although we did not perform a formal
reliability assessment of the computer-processed data. We did not perform a
formal reliability assessment of the data because in a prior audit, which used the
same data, we determined that the contract number, shipping numbers, and
disbursement amounts on the contracts and invoices selected for review generally
agreed with the information in the computer-processed data. We did not find
errors that would preclude use of the computer-processed data to meet the audit
objectives or that would change the conclusions of this report.
Government Accountability Office High-Risk Area. The Government
Accountability Office has identified several high-risk areas in DoD. This report
provides coverage of the Defense Financial Management high-risk area.

Management Control Program Review
DoD Directive 5010.38, “Management Control (MC) Program,” August 26, 1996,
and DoD Instruction 5010.40, “Management Control (MC) Program Procedures,”
August 28, 1996, require DoD organizations to implement a comprehensive
system of management controls that provides reasonable assurance that programs
are operating as intended and to evaluate the adequacy of the controls.
Scope of the Review of the Management Control Program. We reviewed the
adequacy of the management controls of the Air Force and DFAS Denver over
the reporting of contract financing payments on the Balance Sheet. Specifically,
we determined whether the Air Force and DFAS Denver accurately reported
contract financing balances. We also reviewed the adequacy of management’s
self-evaluation of those controls.
Adequacy of Management Controls. We identified material management
control weaknesses for the Air Force and DFAS Denver, as defined by DoD
Instruction 5010.40. The Air Force and DFAS Denver management controls for
accurately reporting contract financing balances were not adequate to ensure that
the outstanding contract financing balance was complete and supportable.
Recommendations 1.a., 1.b., and 2., if implemented, will correct the identified
weaknesses. A copy of the report will be provided to the senior official
responsible for management controls in the Air Force and DFAS Denver.
Adequacy of Management’s Self-Evaluation. The Air Force and DFAS Denver
officials did not identify the reporting of the outstanding contract financing
balance as an assessable unit and, therefore, did not identify or report the material
management control weaknesses identified by the audit.
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Prior Coverage
During the last 5 years, the Air Force Audit Agency has issued one report
discussing the accuracy of the progress payment general ledger account.
Unrestricted Air Force Audit Agency reports can be accessed at
https://www.afaa.hq.af.mil/afck/plansreports/reports.shtml

Air Force
Air Force Audit Agency Report No. F2003-0005-FB3000, “Air Force Progress
Payments” April 16, 2003
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